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“Two possibilities exist: either we are alone in the Universe or we 
are not. Both are equally terrifying.” ― Arthur C. Clarke 

UFO phenomena has been a fascination of the human race for centuries. Some believe 
as far back as cave paintings and drawings, signaling images were of flying objects above 
the people in the sky.  

Today, we are still fascinated and question the possibility of an Unidentified Flying 
Object. We speak of other species possibly co-existing amongst the human herd and 
living in our universe. Can this really be plausible or do we still need more proof? The 
scientific and skeptic community are always a house divided and so it becomes a 
subjective opinion in the end. One special woman, Michelle McKay, begs to differ and 
here is why. 

AH: Who was your uncle and why is he an influential personality in the UFO 
Community? 

MM: My great-uncle was pioneer UFOlogist Henry McKay. He was the very first 
director of MUFON in Canada, and he was one of the first modern day UFOlogists in 
the world to specialize in investigating physical traces of UFOs and their landing sites. 
As such, he also had a big part in helping MUFON determine their protocol for 
investigating these types of cases.  
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He never took "lights in the sky" type of cases, only if they were tree-top level or lower. 
He was an electrical engineer in the Air Force. He coined several terms in UFOlogy, and 
his work was written about in many books, such as "The Philadelphia Experiment." He 
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gave a briefing at a hearing to the "Royal Commission of Electrical Power Planning" in 
regards to power outages corresponding to UFO sightings seen up close.  

He was also on the board of directors for the "North American UFO Federation," which 
was headed by NASA scientist Dr. Richard Haines. He also investigated for CUFOS, 
which was headed by Dr. J. Allen Hynek of the U.S. Air Force's UFO project called 
Project Bluebook. And he also investigated for NICAP, which was headed by Major 
Donald Keyhoe of the U.S. Marines. And of course, as a result of all of this, he was 
interviewed in numerous newspapers, magazines, radio shows, and television shows. 
Some of his cases have also been featured on History Channel and Unsolved Mysteries.  
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When was your first experience with the unknown and what happened? 

I would say my first experience with the unknown was when I was just a child, around 6 
or 8 years old. I don't remember doing this, but my grandmother would keep finding me 
sitting on my bedroom window ledge at night staring at the moon. It scared her because 
she said I appeared to be in some sort of trance. She would have to call my name several 
times, and my eyes "weren't right" she said. She would tell me to get down off the 
window ledge, only to find me back up there again shortly after. This would continue the 
entire night some nights. I do remember being obsessed with the moon when I was very 
young, and sometimes I thought I saw things coming to and from the moon. But now I 
feel this was likely just a child's imagination. My mother eventually bought a telescope 
for me and I was in heaven. At this point I didn't know my great-uncle was a UFO 
investigator.  
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Later on, when I was about 10 years old we lived in a haunted house. Doors would open 
and shut on their own, voices coming from the basement, footsteps heard going up the 
stairs, etc. I went off to the library to try to figure out what was going on in our home. 
That started my path as paranormal investigator because I haven't stopped since. My 
little 10 year old friends would invite me over to their houses to make sure that they 
didn't have ghosts, as I was now the 'expert' kid on the block. And here I am still 
investigating. I grew up always wanting to be an archaeologist, that was my dream. I 
never thought I would still be investigating the paranormal. I guess I sort of got my 
dream because archaeologists and paranormal investigators do investigate history.  

At the age of 21 years old, the Catholic Church put me through a full fledged exorcism 
due to my paranormal investigating obsession. But, I am sure there is some kind of word 
limit to your article so I will stop here (laughs.) 

I understand your Canadian. What is the UFO Community like there? 

The UFO community up here is very "tight-knit,” like a big family. Many UFOlogists up 
here don't have that great an interest in ghosts. I think it is the same in the states from 
what I've seen. The UFO community up here is also very scientific, as they are in the 
states.  

You have a unique supernatural family legacy. What is that like for you?  

Uncle was the father I never had. We were very close. Growing up he was just Uncle. 
Actually, I didn't even find out that he was a UFOlogist until after I started my 
paranormal investigation team. My mother and grandmother were hard core Catholic. 
And they felt that Uncle's UFO interests were not from God. So they wouldn't want him 
to talk about UFOs around me. I will never forget the day we were both standing in his 
kitchen and I told him I started a ghost investigation team and him telling me that he 
was the director of MUFON. We both just stood there with mouth's dropped staring at 
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each other for a few minutes, you could hear a pin drop. For that was the first time we 
both found out that we were both paranormal investigators.  
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But having a family legacy like this is work. It's not like you just sit there with your feet 
up. A lot of time is involved with promoting his work and legacy. Also, when he passed 
away his case files were passed down to me. So I have been going through them all 
putting them all in order. Many people want information from his files. He was a great 
man, I can't just let his files sit there collecting dust. I can't just let all his life long hard 
work just drift away. People need to know what he discovered. His research must 
continue. So, I am picking up where he left off. I am continuing his research. When he 
was alive he took the UFO cases and I took all the ghost cases. I was always afraid of 
being abducted by a UFO, so I stayed clear of his UFO investigations. But now my fear is 
lessening.  

What do you feel about how the field is portrayed today versus lets’ say 10 
years ago? 

10 years ago I would tell people that I was a paranormal investigator. And they would 
say "a para what?” Today, everybody knows what a paranormal investigator is. This is 
solely due to all the television shows out there about paranormal investigations. But I 
must say that I wish viewers would realize that some of these paranormal shows who 
call themselves paranormal investigators were never paranormal investigators before 
the show started filming! So many of these shows get actors or random people together 
and then give them the title of paranormal investigator when they have no previous 
experience at doing this at all! Then they just copy the format of other shows. I wish 
viewers were made aware of this.  

However, I must say that there is only one ghost show where the investigators were not 
paranormal investigators before they started filming that I feel has earned their stripes. 
They've been around for awhile and I won't name them, but personally I feel they should 
get more credit than what they get.  

What are you working on these days? Where can people learn more about 
you? 

I’m working on getting Uncle's files out to the public. It's a huge undertaking because his 
collection includes hundreds of files. Ghosts will always be my first love, and I will 
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continue to conduct those types of investigations. However, I need to now also start 
taking UFO cases as well to continue Uncle's research. He always wanted me to get into 
UFOlogy, now he has his wish. My ghost investigation website is ColdSpot.org and my 
personal website is michelleAmckay.com  

I will also be launching a UFO website this autumn in honor of my great-uncle at 
UFOsUpClose.com  

I will now depart with a saying that Uncle always used to say "Tally ho!" This was said to 
be a code that NASA would use instead of saying UFO. 
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